
Cuvée Jean-Paul

Paul Boutinot quickly realized a life of construction wasn’t for him; 

leading him to pursue a life in wine. Paul joined the family restaurant, 

but was quickly irritated by the lack of selection available. Back in those 

days, it was easy enough to rent a van and drive to France to stock up 

on some incredible wines, so that’s what Paul did. This road trip spurred 

what is now Boutinot Wines. Properties in Italy, France, South Africa 

and even England all contribute to the diversity that is Boutinot Wines.

Of all the wines produced and represented by Boutinot, their story 

and philosophy is epitomized in the small Cuvée Jean-Paul line. Since 

its first vintage, this wine proved the company’s blending ability and 

helped to form the backbone of their success. The Grenache and Syrah 

grapes are selected from Southern Rhône and produce a wine that is 

both elegant and flavourful. It’s no surprise that Cuvée Jean-Paul has 

become Boutinot’s best selling French house-wine! Drink today at 18 C.



Cuvée Jean-Paul

GRENACHE, SYRAH

RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE

12.5% ALCOHOL

RETAIL $20.99

CLUB $15.49

HOW IT LOOKS
A lighter red, with a rich ruby core. A cherry hue 
towards the rim where it becomes almost clear.

HOW IT SMELLS
At first, bright aromas of green raspberry 
leaf, Italian herbs, and spices like clove and 
thyme waft. Give a little swirl and notes of 
raspberry and earthiness show. Pink pepper-
corns and a herby perfume, finishing with a 
light floral note of lavender.

FOOD PAIRING
Perfect for a light spread of cheese and pre-
serves! A mild cheddar with a fig based jelly or 
with fun meals like a BLT or a meat-lovers pizza.

HOW IT TASTES
At first sip, tart red fruits such as raspberry, 
currant and just under ripe cherry. Light and 
easy on the palate, hints of baking spice 
and cranberry give what we would imagine 
a cranberry pie would taste like in a glass! 
Once given a bit of time, notes of red apple 
will tingle your taste buds. This medium to 
light bodied Cuvée is effortless to drink with 
soft tannins that leave a lingering dry finish. 
Perfect for red wine drinkers in the summer.

LOVE THIS WINE?
Limited quantities available, buy more today.


